Price Variable Air Volume Diffusers

HIGH PERFORMANCE
AIR SYSTEMS
Cascading Levels of Control

High performance air systems demand modern design approaches with leading-edge
products and technology in order to optimize comfort and reduce energy consumption. A
comfortable environment is achieved by providing the smallest possible zones of temperature
control, allowing for individual temperature distribution and better air movement. Reduction
in energy is realized by designing a low-pressure HVAC system that allows for maximum
turn-down while maintaining temperatures.

A comfortable environment can be provided with many different strategies. The zones shown
are generalized examples of typical configurations you will find in many of today’s built
environments.
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TYPICAL ZONES
These examples demonstrate some of the many products and
options available, and how VAV diffusers can fit into each particular zone.
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Large Meeting Room
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Small Office
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Open Office with Perimeter
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Small Meeting Room

3

Open Office
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VAV DIFFUSER SYSTEM

VAV DIFFUSER SYSTEM

CONTROL ZONE

CONTROL ZONE

SMALL OFFICE
The simple configuration of a stand-alone thermally powered VAV
diffuser provides the comfort and energy savings of individual
temperature control and adaptability to office changes, and
maintenance-free operation.

SMALL
MEETING ROOM
TYPICAL VAV SYSTEM

ADVANTAGES
+
+
+
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Individual temperature control of a small zone
Thermally powered diffuser requires no electricity or wiring installation
Electric motorized diffusers offer a wider range of operation and options for networking with a Building Automation
System (BAS)

TYPICAL VAV SYSTEM

Thermally powered diffusers can be used to create individual zones
of control within the space, or electric motor powered diffusers can
be linked together in a master/drone format to create a larger single
zone.

ADVANTAGES
+
+

Fast response time
Prodigy with Occupancy or CO2 sensor thermostat will adjust the room air temperature and the minimum flow setpoint when the
space is unoccupied
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VAV DIFFUSER SYSTEM

VAV DIFFUSER SYSTEM

CONTROL ZONE

CONTROL ZONE

LARGE
MEETING ROOM

OPEN OFFICE
AREA
TYPICAL VAV SYSTEM

Spaces that are intermittently occupied must balance comfort and
energy savings.

ADVANTAGES
+
+
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Use of a master/drone strategy allows a single master unit to control up to 5 drone units, requiring only simple daisy chain connections.
The entire space is controlled with one signal input.
Prodigy with CO2 Sensor and Drone will balance ventilation and energy by reducing the minimum flow range in high occupancy areas when
the space is unoccupied

TYPICAL VAV SYSTEM

Open office areas are prone to “thermostat wars” where occupants
cannot agree on a comfortable zone temperature, and also tend
to be rearranged often to suit changes in staffing and equipment.
Positioning a thermostat can be challenging due to proximity to windows or heat generating equipment.

ADVANTAGES
+
+
+

Internal dampers in the VAV diffusers maintain throw at low airflow, ensuring the diffusers do not dump in low flow conditions
No issues positioning a thermostat, with each diffuser providing individually specified supply temperature
Ability to effectively address different types of loads in the meeting room area with a combination of VAV diffuser types
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VAV DIFFUSER SYSTEM

CONTROL ZONE

HYBRID SYSTEM
Open office areas with a connected separate space, like a small
office, require separate control to provide adequate regulation.
Using a hybrid system of both thermal and interoperable electronic
VAV diffusers provides the benefits and simplicity of wireless
thermal diffuser, while including complete digital input and output
with the BAS system on selected diffusers.

TYPICAL VAV SYSTEM

ADVANTAGES
+
+

BACnet interoperability monitors and adjusts room & supply air temperatures, adjusting setpoints as required for maximum energy savings
and optimum performance
Effectively addresses different loads in the open office area and perimeter windows with a combination of VAV diffuser types
Open Office Example
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HIGH PERFORMANCE AIR SYSTEMS
High performance air systems demand design approaches with leading-edge products and technology in order to optimize comfort and reduce
energy consumption.

COMFORT
Occupant comfort and system efficiency stem from appropriately
sized zones of control. Creating many small zones will provide
exceptional levels of control, leading to outstanding occupant
comfort. VAV diffusers are a cost-effective and practical way to
provide this level of personalized control.

ENERGY SAVINGS
VAV Diffusers allow for low-pressure, low-energy consumption
systems. Many small zones provide individual temperature
control to prevent over cooling or over heating when spaces are
unoccupied.
VAV diffuser systems do not have a velocity limitation because
pressure independence is achieved by measuring only static
pressure. The static pressure damper in a VAV diffuser system
may be oversized to minimize pressure drop without the penalty of
increasing minimum flow.
VAV diffuser systems require low duct pressure, which reduces
the required fan horsepower, and in turn, the energy required to
operate the system.

SUSTAINABILITY
VAV diffusers have a long lifespan and offer simple maintenance.
Thermally powered units do not require any wiring and, aside from
setpoint adjustment, are virtually maintenance free with 30+ years
of proven operation. Motorized diffusers make use of long-life
brushless motors to reduce maintenance requirements and provide
near silent operation.
VAV diffuser systems are exceptionally adaptable to office changes.
The modular concept and flexibility provided by a VAV diffuser
system means that any changes to the floor plan need not trigger
expensive and disruptive changes to the HVAC system.
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Comfort is maintained over full VAV range of operation
from full flow through low flow turndown
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VARITHERM

PRODIGY

THERMALLY POWERED
VAV DIFFUSER

MOTORIZED VAV DIFFUSER

The Varitherm self-modulating diffuser provides optimal thermal comfort through integrated thermal sensors that continuously monitor room
temperature to modulate the integrated damper. Damper modulation is done mechanically with a thermally powered wax actuator, eliminating
the need for any electrical or controls wiring and making installation quick and easy.
Fully mechanical linkage with no electrical
or controls required

Prodigy control panel

Seismic restraint
connection point

Optional auto heating-cooling changeover

Individual heating and cooling
setpoints with temperature gauge,
adjustable from the room side

The Prodigy enhances traditional system design by adding the element of personal control. A room temperature sensor provides constant
feedback to the microprocessor controller located in the diffuser, enabling precise monitoring of the space temperature. Using the room, duct
and setpoint temperatures, the Prodigy modulates supply air to maintain comfort in the space.

Easily adjustable minimum airflow to
satisfy ventilation requirements

Low voltage,
high torque motor

Duct temperature probe
Aerodynamic damper

Plaque face houses room
temperature sensor

Securely hinged plaque design for easy
access to temperature and airflow setpoints.

Balancing lever is accessible from the room
side without opening the diffuser face
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VAV DIFFUSER PRODUCTS

Varitherm Thermally Powered Self-Modulating Diffuser (Model VPD)
The Varitherm provides personal temperature control by modulating the flow of supply air into a particular space.
+ VAV Cooling only
+ Air volumes:
+ VAV Cooling and VAV Heating
- 100 to 720 CFM
+ Inlet diameter:
- 45 to 340 l/s
- 6 / 8 / 10 / 12 in.
- 150 / 200 / 250 / 300 mm

Prodigy Linear Slot Self-Modulating
VAV Diffuser, (Model PLD)

Prodigy Round Plaque Self-Modulating
VAV Diffuser (Model PRD)

Elegant linear design for individual units or continuous linear slots.
VAV diffusers with streamlined aluminum extrusions to provide a
slim architectural shape.
+ Ceiling or Side Wall, Individual or Continuous
+ Module lengths
- 24 / 36 / 48 / 60 in
- 600 / 900 / 1200 / 1500 mm
+ Air Volumes
- 45 - 960 cfm
- 21 - 453 l/s

The pleasing round shape blends in with round architectural
features or exposed round duct work.
+ 24in (600mm) and 27 5/8in (700mm) diameters
+ Inlet Sizes
- 6 / 8 / 10 / 12 in
- 150 / 200 / 250 / 300 mm
+ Air Volumes
- 125 - 720 cfm
- 59 - 340 l/s

Prodigy Swirl Face Self-Modulating
VAV Diffuser (Model PSD)
Prodigy Plaque Diffuser Self-Modulating VAV Diffuser (Model PPD)
The Prodigy personal diffuser monitors space conditions and regulates the flow of supply air to maintain the room setpoint with an accuracy of
+/- 1°F. This setpoint is adjustable and enables occupants to establish the setting that represents their individual level of comfort.
+ 24in (600mm) Square with several border styles
+ Air Volumes
+ Inlet Sizes
- 115 - 730 cfm
- 6 / 8 / 10 / 12 in
- 54 - 344 l/s
- 150 / 200 / 250 / 300 mm
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The swirl face provides a modern aesthetically pleasing appearance
combining a high induction geometry with a VAV damper.
+ 24in (600mm) Square or 24 1/4in (615mm) Diameter
+ Inlet Sizes
- 6 / 8 / 10 / 12 in
- 150 / 200 / 250 / 300 mm
- Air Volumes
- 130 - 525 cfm
- 61 - 248 l/s
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OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES
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BACnet Interface Option

Pressure Control Valve

The Prodigy BACnet interface option allows connection to any
Building Automation System (BAS) supporting the industry standard
BACnet communication protocol.
+ Tool-free network connection
+ RJ-45 plenum rated network cable supplied

The Pressure Control Valve (PCV) helps VAV diffuser to operate quietly
at both full flow and turn down conditions by providing pressure
independence as either a modulating bypass or zone damper.

Prodigy Pressure Relief Collar

Prodigy Power Module

The Prodigy Pressure Relief Collar (PRC) is an inexpensive solution
when duct pressures are higher than desired. When the diffuser
reduces the air flow into the room the relief collar bypasses the
excess air into the plenum return system.

The Prodigy Power Module (PPM) provides the most economical
and convenient method for powering multiple Prodigy diffusers. The
PPM includes:
+ 96 VA Class 2 Transformer (Input voltages 120/240/277/480
VAC 50/60 Hz) 24 VAC output
+ Master On/Off switch and green power indicator LED
+ 6 individually protected output jacks with red LED indicator
lights for overload notification
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